A statistical simulation was performed to compare four least-squares methods of factor analysis on datasets comprising dichotomous variables. Input matrices were: (1) phi correlation coefficients between the observed variables, (2) 
rounding the appropriateness of using factor analytic techniques. Some believe that assigning numbers to a dichotomy does not really require measurement assumptions, and that it is therefore legitimate to apply the usual multiple common factor analysis procedures to matrices of either phi coefficients (the Pearson formula applied to dichotomous variables) or dichotomous variables scored 0 or 1 (Burt, 1950) . Others have rejected this position, and have argued that the measurement problem of dichotomous variables requires that other approaches be employed (Alexander, Alliger, Carson, & Barrett, 1985; Carroll, 1961 ; Kim & Mueller, 1978) .
A major concern about traditional factor analysis using phi coefficients has been raised when responses are highly skewed. In binary variables, the mean is identical to the proportion correct and it defines the variance. Thus, a distorted analysis can result when variables are highly skewed (McDonald, 1969; Muthén, 1983) . In the limiting case of two dichotomous variables having a perfect Guttman ordering, the phi correlation coefficient will depend solely on the means of the two variables, and will reach a value of I only when both variables have equal means (Mislevy, 1986) . Traditional factor loadings calculated from these summary statistics will also be limited.
Downloaded from the Digital Conservancy at the University of Minnesota, http://purl.umn.edu/93227. May be reproduced with no cost by students and faculty for academic use. Non-academic reproduction requires payment of royalties through the Copyright Clearance Center, http://www.copyright.com/ (McDonald, 1985) . This stimulated a search for the selection of &dquo;the correct&dquo; coefficient of association between binary variables, and has ultimately led to the common practice of estimating tetrachoric correlations on the basis of bivariate tables in place of phi coefficients when performing factor analysis on datasets comprising dichotomous variables (Carroll, 1961; Christoffersson, 1975 (McDonald, 1969) .
In practice, however, the assumption of linearity may not be met (McDonald, 1969) . One reason for this is that the value of a dichotomous variable is bounded by 0 and 1, even though the linear function is not so bounded (McDonald, 1985; Mislevy, 1986) . In order to deal with this situation, a number of approaches have been developed based on the assumption that dichotomous variables are indicators of underlying continuous variables for which factor analysis is appropriate (Christoffersson, 1975; McDonald, 1969; McDonald, 1981; Muth6n, 1979; Muth6n & Christoffersson, 1981) . These newer methods seek to determine the factor structure after first estimating the correlations among the latent continuous multivariate normal response variables underlying the observed dichotomous variables.
McDonald's least-squares item factor analysis procedure (NOHARM; Fraser & McDonald, 1988; McDonald, 1967 ) and Muth6n's latent variable structural equations modeling procedure (LISCOMP; Christoffersson, 1975; Muth6n, 1987) are two prominent approaches to implementing latent variable factor analysis. McDonald (1982) outlined the equivalence between the general case of latent trait theory and item response theory, and developed software that would allow researchers to use this theory in solving problems requiring the factor analysis of categorical data (Fraser & McDonald, 1988 (1981, 1982, 1985) . Muthen's (1987) LISCOMP program permits the factor analysis of polychotomous data, based on theory outlined earlier (Muth6n, 1983 (Muth6n, , 1984 (1970) ; these data were also analyzed by Christoffersson (1975 Divgi (1979) and Kirk (1973) . Mislevy, 1986 (Fraser & McDonald, 1988) were not markedly superior (in terms of lower mean D) than those obtained from using U1,S-P~, except when population loadings were high (.9 (Christoffersson, 1975; Kim & Mueller, 1978 ; a variety of other techniques based on 2 x 2 tables are available, e.g., Holley & Guilford, 1964; Alexander et al., 1985) .
The results from these simulations also sug- (Christoffersson, 1975 
